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INTRODUCTION

This Essay draws on my experience in the alternative dispute resolution (“ADR”) field, which is based largely on my role as counsel in the McCain litigation on behalf of homeless children and their families in New York City (“the City”) in which court rulings and orders require the provision of safe, suitable, and adequate emergency housing, assistance, and services.\(^1\)

John Feerick\(^2\) was a member of a Special Master Panel in the McCain litigation, and my colleagues at The Legal Aid Society and I had the opportunity to work closely with him during his two-year tenure in that role. As a Special Master in that litigation, he made a number of significant systemic reform recommendations calling for the government to redouble its efforts to prevent family homelessness, and to provide increased access to permanent housing to alleviate family homelessness.


\(^{2}\) John Feerick was a member of a Special Master Panel in the McCain litigation, and my colleagues at The Legal Aid Society and I had the opportunity to work closely with him during his two-year tenure in that role. As a Special Master in that litigation, he made a number of significant systemic reform recommendations calling for the government to redouble its efforts to prevent family homelessness, and to provide increased access to permanent housing to alleviate family homelessness.

\(*\) Steven Banks is the Attorney-in-Chief of The Legal Aid Society in New York City, the oldest and largest not-for-profit organization in the United States providing legal services to clients who cannot afford counsel. Annually, the Society handles some 275,000 legal matters for clients with civil, criminal, and juvenile rights legal problems. It has a staff of 1450, which includes 850 lawyers. Mr. Banks has been associated with The Legal Aid Society for twenty-six years and held a number of significant positions at the Society before becoming the organization’s chief attorney in 2004. Since the early 1980s, Mr. Banks has been counsel in state court litigation in which rulings and orders require the provision of safe, suitable, and adequate emergency housing, assistance, and services to homeless New Yorkers. He is also counsel to the Coalition for the Homeless.


\(^{2}\) John Feerick is the former Dean of Fordham Law School and is well-known for a lifetime of work as a mediator and proponent of alternative dispute resolution initiatives. He has been appointed to lead a number of civic and judicial commissions which have recommended systemic reform in a range of areas. Currently, he is a law professor at Fordham; leads Fordham’s Feerick Center, which concentrates on solutions to urban social issues; and is the first Chair of the recently created New York State Commission on Public Integrity. See John D. Feerick Faculty Information, http://law.fordham.edu/ihtml/fac-2bioPP.ihtml?id=507&bid=91 (last visited Nov. 15, 2007).
Kenneth Feinberg served as a Special Master in the McCain litigation before John Feerick. Mr. Feinberg made significant contributions by devising dispute resolution mechanisms that preserved the core legal right of class member homeless children and their families to receive lawful shelter and services, while at the same time freeing the court, the plaintiff class, and the government defendants of the need for ongoing motion practice to enforce those rights.

This Essay will address the remarks of the Corporation Counsel of the City of New York, Michael Cardozo, regarding the use of ADR in legal disputes involving municipal government, and will highlight the special responsibilities of class counsel in the ADR context in class action litigation on behalf of vulnerable families and individuals.

I. USING ADR TO RESOLVE DISPUTES INVOLVING SOCIAL PROBLEMS

Michael Cardozo has concluded that ADR can be a constructive method to resolve public policy disputes—which he calls “social problem” litigation—“in the right case, at the right time, with the right processes, and with the right mediator.” I agree with that assessment. For example, mediation efforts made before juvenile delinquency charges are filed in family court could avert many of the cases in which young people in New York City are prosecuted in delinquency proceedings. In such cases, The Legal Aid Society’s Juvenile Rights Practice is appointed to represent children between the ages of seven and fifteen who are charged with misconduct. The City’s Office of the Corporation Counsel serves as the prosecutor in these delinquency cases. The forum in which delinquency cases are heard is the New York City Family Court.

---


5. Id. at 804.

6. N.Y. FAM. CT. ACT § 254(a) (West 2006).

Annually, the Society’s Juvenile Rights staff represents some 4000 children in these juvenile delinquency cases. A substantial number of these cases could be diverted from prosecution through mediation before the filing of delinquency charges with the aim of putting in place an appropriate service plan to prevent the charged misconduct from occurring in the future. Such an ADR-grounded approach could prevent children from suffering the immediate trauma and potential long-term stigma of a juvenile delinquency prosecution, let alone a juvenile delinquency adjudication.

At the same time, such pre-filing mediation would conserve limited judicial resources in the overburdened family court, as well as target prosecutorial and defense resources for more substantial delinquency cases. Overall, the juvenile justice system would be well served by implementing a pilot pre-filing ADR system to divert potential delinquency cases.

In light of the clear benefits that can readily be obtained for vulnerable children through a pre-litigation ADR process, these cases meet Michael Cardozo’s “right case, at the right time, with the right processes” standard. At the same time, finding “the right mediator” can certainly be achieved, especially with potentially skilled mediators receiving training and experience at the Feerick Center in how to address social problems grounded in a legal framework where ADR participants come to the mediation table with underlying enforceable legal rights.

In other “social problem” contexts, I also believe that it is appropriate to try to resolve disputes without litigation whenever possible. Toward that end, at The Legal Aid Society we provide the government with prior notice of potential “social problem” litigation to the extent that it is practicable. In some cases, the client needs may be so pressing, and health and safety concerns may be so paramount that only very limited prior notice can be provided. In other cases, more extensive prior notice is provided. In all cases, client interests must be the determining factor with respect to the prior notice process.

Unfortunately, experience at The Legal Aid Society over the last three decades has shown that the governmental response to prior notice of potential litigation is decidedly mixed. For individual clients, the governmental bureaucracy frequently cannot move

9. Cardozo, supra note 4, at 804.
10. Id.
quickly enough, and litigation is all too often the only viable option to prevent irreparable harm to clients. In other cases, where systemic reform is clearly needed, multiple government agencies and multiple levels of government may be unable to address client problems in a meaningful and comprehensive way without a class-wide order. Even when such a class-wide order is in place, administrations and commissioners come and go and government defendants can easily fall out of compliance without enforceable relief in place to protect vulnerable class member children and adults from the same harm that the original plaintiffs experienced.

II. EXAMPLES OF “SOCIAL PROBLEM” LITIGATION AND THE NEED FOR ENFORCEABLE RELIEF

Michael Cardozo cites three examples of seemingly successful ADR resolutions of “social problem” litigation—Sheppard, Marisol, and McCain. Each of these cases, however, is its own cautionary tale about the harm that can befall clients when ADR is used to address social problems in class action litigation in the absence of an underlying enforceable order to protect vulnerable children and adults.

Sheppard, though it accomplished a lot, is really not an ADR case. In that case, a forty-eight page consent judgment enforceable in federal court was entered under pressure of an imminent trial date, and the post-judgment proceedings were conducted under court auspices. Although two “joint expert consultants” who had been selected as the plaintiffs’ and defendants’ trial experts were formally agents of the parties and not the court, they functioned similarly to masters or monitors in other Legal Aid litigation.

11. See, e.g., M.K.B. v. Eggleston, 445 F. Supp. 2d 400, 437-40 (S.D.N.Y. 2006) (granting preliminary injunction on behalf of immigrants, including survivors of domestic violence, to stop the erroneous denial of applications for public assistance, Food Stamps, and Medicaid by eligible immigrants; the erroneous denial of requests by immigrants to be added to a public benefits case; and the erroneous discontinuance or reduction of public benefits received by immigrants because of a misapplication of rules concerning immigrant eligibility for public benefits).


15. See Sheppard, 210 F. Supp. 2d at 452.
Sheppard was very successful in ending the excessive use of force for the prisoners in the particular maximum security unit at issue in that case, which it ended after the City took the specific remedial steps recommended by the experts. Unfortunately, this cooperative, problem-solving process had no apparent effect beyond the narrow bounds of the litigation, despite the judge’s hope that “what was learned will be expanded within [the Department of Correction] and that other institutions will adopt similar policies with similar results.” In the rest of the City jail system, rampant excessive force continued. Sheppard did not have a happy ending for the scores of prisoners in other City jails subject to that excessive force, who suffered fractured eye sockets, blindness in an eye, broken jaws, perforated ear drums, brain injuries, lost or broken teeth, lacerations, other broken bones, and internal injuries. In the absence of ongoing class-wide relief on behalf of clients in the rest of the City jail system, The Legal Aid Society had to start again and bring a new case, Ingles. Ingles has also been settled with a systemic remedial plan of correction in place, but only until November 2009.

Similarly, Marisol is often cited as an ADR model for ending judicial oversight of a social problem—the troubled child welfare system. In Marisol, the plaintiffs exchanged long-standing court orders with respect to foster care placement that were no longer grounded in the day-to-day needs of children and families for an ADR panel of experts who would recommend systemic improvements in the child welfare system, including enhanced training and supervision initiatives. Those recommendations were widely embraced as sensible ones and both the expert panel and oversight by the court were phased out over time, with the recommendations as the legacy of the litigation.

16. Id.
17. Id. at 460.
18. See, e.g., Ingles v. Toro, 438 F. Supp. 2d 203, 208 (S.D.N.Y. 2006) (approving settlement agreement in challenge to systemic guard brutality in the New York City jails resulting in a multi-million dollar settlement of damage claims and an agreement to implement system-wide reforms, including installation of video recording cameras and implementation of new training and investigative protocols, to be monitored and enforced over a four-year term).
19. Id.
20. Id.
21. See id. at 209.
23. See id. at 157-59, 166.
24. Id. at 172.
Now fast-forward to December 2005, January 2006, and even August 2007 when headlines cried out about the tragic deaths of children who were known to the City’s child welfare system.25 Child welfare worker caseloads had climbed, and the recommendations of the expert panel were honored only sometimes.26 There were no class-wide orders to enforce to protect these children from harm, to maintain appropriate caseloads, or to enjoin the City from failing to continue the implementation of the remedial recommendations of the experts.

The McCain litigation is a continuing example of the importance of preserving fundamental enforceable rights as time goes on and public officials change. During the Koch and Dinkins Administrations, for example, there were a number of points when government officials implemented promising remedial plans and consideration was given to ending the litigation and vacating basic appellate and trial court orders requiring the provision of shelter and services to homeless children and their families.27 Maintaining


those same court-ordered protections from irreparable harm was essential, however, to stop the universally criticized Giuliani Administration’s attempts to bar homeless children and their families from even seeking shelter from the elements, let alone obtaining the shelter and services which they desperately needed.28 Similarly, those court-ordered legal protections were a crucial shield when the current City Administration attempted to consign homeless children and their families to a lead-infested, makeshift shelter behind bars in the decommissioned Bronx House of Detention.29

Ironically, the current City Administration has argued in court that long-standing appellate and trial court orders requiring the provision of shelter from the elements and related services for homeless children and their families have suddenly become obsolete. The need for these core court-ordered legal protections, however, is as essential for clients as ever. For example, a new City procedure permitting the denial of “immediate needs” shelter for reapplicant families has been implemented at a time when one out of every three families is erroneously denied shelter on their initial applications.30 As a result, some children and their families—like the original McCain plaintiffs some twenty-four years ago—have ended up sleeping in public spaces or outside. Others have only been spared that irreparable harm when the Coalition for the Homeless paid to put them up in a hotel room or The Legal Aid Society intervened with the City. Still, other vulnerable children and their families—in contravention of core rulings and orders—must miss school or employment or become ill when they are


forced to apply and reapply for shelter on a night-to-night basis and receive only overnight shelter placements.31

Likewise, the City implemented a permanent housing relocation program for homeless children and their families that resulted in a significant number of families being relocated to lead-infested buildings and unsafe and substandard apartments, which they could not afford on an ongoing basis—again just like many of the original McCain plaintiffs twenty-four years ago.32 Under threat of litigation to enforce core court orders in the McCain litigation and sustained media attention, the City scrapped this dangerous housing relocation program, which it had previously touted as a reason why core court orders protecting homeless children and their families were no longer needed.

As the current Administration leaves office in 2009, if the City gets its way, homeless children and their families will face a new administration stripped of the very court-ordered legal protections that have prevented harm from occurring or continuing during prior City administrations.

III. ADR IN THE CONTEXT OF LITIGATION ON BEHALF OF HOMELESS NEW YORKERS

Where does this leave matters? In terms of ending litigation, social problem litigation should end just like any other litigation—with an enforceable resolution. Indeed, after relief has been granted through a negotiated settlement or a judicial ruling, parties


generally only see the inside of a courtroom again if there is non-compliance with that relief or if one party seeks to alter the status quo. Social problem litigation should be no different than any other litigation.

ADR, however, can play a crucial role on the road to compliance. The problem in Sheppard was that the ADR was designed to end the excessive force problem in the maximum security unit at Rikers. The rest of the City jail system escaped reform, which resulted in harm to clients and the need for further litigation.33

In contrast, in McCain, two different approaches to ADR have been tried and each has had differing but important results. One ADR approach, in which Kenneth Feinberg participated, was aimed at providing a mechanism for resolving client problems resulting from non-compliance with core appellate and trial court rulings without the need for ongoing litigation.34 A second ADR approach, in which John Feerick participated, used experts to help formulate a systemic reform plan to achieve compliance with legal requirements.

The second approach foundered in McCain over the question of whether compliance with core appellate and trial court rulings and orders or the elimination of those legal requirements is the goal. For vulnerable children and their families, governmental compliance with legal requirements to protect them from harm must be paramount. The City’s relentless focus, however, has been on eliminating those legal requirements and protections. Regrettably, the 2003-2005 Special Master Panel focused on social policy concepts rather than constitutional mandates by essentially declaring that it would be helpful for the City to be free of appellate and trial court rulings and orders. This conclusion, however, is inconsistent with those core judicial rulings and orders, and the basic notions of how litigation is resolved in our system of government.35

This outcome from the second Special Master effort in McCain does not mean that ADR has no role in resolving “social problem” litigation. It just means that unless parties can mutually agree that vulnerable children and their families have enforceable legal rights,

---

35. The City itself has acknowledged that only the court—or the parties themselves by agreement—can end the claims of class member homeless children and their families and thereby extinguish fundamental rights established by court orders. See Cardozo, supra note 4, at 812.
ADR cannot fulfill its potential to help parties stay out of court and achieve lasting systemic reform through compliance with those legal protections.

Fundamental legal rights can sometimes be seen by the government as an impediment to what it wants to do. But, after all, we are a nation of laws and the role of the judiciary is to enforce those laws, even when the government perceives such judicial enforcement as inconvenient.

The current City Administration has frequently said that executive branch commissioners and not the courts should ultimately run the shelter system, prison system, and child welfare system. While it is hard to argue with that position, the executive branch of government does not have unfettered discretion in these “social problem” matters. Indeed, as we all learned in civics class when we were younger, ours is a system of checks and balances. The judiciary is a well-recognized check on executive action that harms children and their families and contravenes fundamental legal rights, like the court-ordered right to shelter and services.

**CONCLUSION**

In “social problem” litigation like *McCain*, ADR can be a mechanism to prevent harm from occurring to children and their families in need of shelter from the elements. At the same time, ADR can help keep parties out of court to the greatest extent possible if the government falls out of compliance with fundamental court-ordered legal rights and protections. ADR, however, cannot and should not be used to wipe away fundamental legal rights that are in place by court order to protect vulnerable homeless families from harm.